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APPELLATION:  Texas High Plains AVA

VINEYARDS:  Reddy Vineyards — Block 61

VARIETAL(S):  100% Pinot Noir

VINTAGE: 2020

ALCOHOL: 13%

CASES PRODUCED: 150 Cases

TASTING NOTES

An aromatic wine that reveals floral notes and excites the palate for the 
intense red fruit characteristics to come.  This wine is medium-bodied 
with incredible purity of flavor and notes of cherry, ripe strawberry, 
tobacco, and savory undertones.  Fine-grained tannins offer a rich 
mouthfeel and a velvety finish.  This layered and balanced wine offers 
many years of enjoyment. 

THE VINEYARDS & PHILOSOPHY

At Reddy Vineyards, we strive to provide the highest quality grapes 
to be enjoyed as your family’s favorite wine.  Situated in the heart 
of the Texas High Plains AVA (American Viticultural Area), our 
vineyards are blessed to possess a rare combination of factors ideal 
for growing premium grapes.  Soaring at an elevation of 3305 feet, 
the vineyards experience a long growing season with warm days 
and cool nights.  Sandy loam soils with deep limestone deposits 
protect the vines from pests while forcing the vines to produce 
concentrated grapes. This unique terroir allows us to grow grapes 
with exceptional balance, depth, flavor and intensity. 

WINEMAKERS NOTES

The 2020 harvest season was a challenge for High Plains grape 
growers, most of whom saw a significant reduction in crop load 
resulting from an unseasonably early freeze in October 2019.  This 
event caused significant bud damaged to vines which had not yet gone 
dormant after the completion of the year’s harvest.  However, the fruit 
that was produced was of remarkable quality.  This reserve bottling is 
crafted with some of the finest fruit from the 2020 vintage and offers 
a rare expression of Pinot Noir, a grape often underappreciated in 
Texas.  We aged this wine in a combination of once used and neutral 
oak for 8 months to maintain its bright and pure fruit character.  This 
wine is best served at cellar temperature (approximately 60 degrees 
Fahrenheit) and pairs beautifully with fine cuts of meat and a wide 
range of artisanal cheeses.  Approachable now but cellar worthy, drink 
this wine through 2028.  

2020 RESERVE 
PINOT NOIR


